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Abstract. Single sign-on (SSO) is becoming more and more popular in
the Internet. An SSO ticket issued by the identity provider (IdP) allows
an entity to sign onto a relying party (RP) on behalf of the account en-
closed in the ticket. To ensure its authenticity, an SSO ticket is digitally
signed by the IdP and verified by the RP. However, recent security inci-
dents indicate that a signing system (e.g., certification authority) might
be compromised to sign fraudulent messages, even when it is well pro-
tected in accredited commercial systems. Comparing with certification
authorities, the online signing components of IdPs are even more exposed
to adversaries and thus more vulnerable to such threats in practice. This
paper proposes ticket transparency to provide accountable SSO services
with privacy-preserving public logs against potentially fraudulent tickets
issued by a compromised IdP. With this scheme, an IdP-signed ticket
is accepted by the RP only if it is recorded in the public logs. It en-
ables a user to check all his tickets in the public logs and detect any
fraudulent ticket issued without his participation or authorization. We
integrate blind signatures, identity-based encryption and Bloom filters
in the design, to balance transparency, privacy and efficiency in these
security-enhanced SSO services. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to solve the security problems caused by potentially
intruded or compromised IdPs in the SSO services.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the single sign-on (SSO) service has become a popular identity man-
agement and authentication infrastructure in the Internet. It is a mechanism
that permits an authorized user to sign onto many related but independent net-
worked systems or applications (referred to as relying parties, or RPs) with a
single action of authentication. It reduces the costs and risks not only for ad-
ministering user accounts centrally from administrators’ perspective, but also
for personal account management from individual users’ perspective. As a re-
sult, there is a proliferation of SSO schemes, such as OpenID Connect [50] and
SAML with WS-Security [44] in SOAP [23], which allow users to leverage their
existing accounts in popular identity providers (IdPs) such as Google, Microsoft,
Facebook, PayPal, etc. A recent study shows that 6.3% of Alexa top 1 million
websites support SSO in 2018 [18].

As a new promising identity management paradigm, SSO has been exten-
sively studied in recent years. Several security vulnerabilities caused by various
design and implementation flaws have been reported [34,54,57,63,64,67]. While
many security schemes and patches have been proposed to address SSO security
problems, most of them, if not all, typically model IdPs as trusted third parties
and thus focus on securing other components and their interactions in the SSO
paradigm [3, 25, 66, 69]. However, it is also widely recognized that SSO suffers
from the single-point of failure problem [18, 37, 58], especially when an IdP or
an IdP account is compromised. In such circumstances, the trust to IdPs or the
trust established between RPs and IdPs by the means of SSO tickets (e.g., ID
tokens in OpenID or assertions in SAML) no longer last.

While compromised accounts, due to phishing and weak passwords, remain
a prevalent security issue in various online services, several recent security inci-
dents indicate that third-party providers should not be fully trusted by default or
as expected. For example, professional CAs were reported being intruded or de-
ceived to sign a large number of fraudulent TLS server certificates [12,19,42,59],
which contain fake yet well-formatted information about certificate holders. The
signing components of the CAs are assumed well-guarded with defense-in-depth
protection technologies, for example, they are typically built on hardware secu-
rity modules (HSMs) and/or operate in isolated network segments. Comparing
to them, we believe the online signing components of IdPs are exposed to a larger
attack vector and therefore face more vulnerabilities and attacks in practice.

If an IdP is malicious or compromised, it can issue fraudulent SSO tickets
for a victim user account, which allow the adversary to sign on to all related
applications on behalf of that user without triggering any error or alarm. More-
over, [37] even proposed a novel attack that tricks RPs into using a malicious IdP
for legitimate user accounts. Similarly, if a user’s IdP account is compromised,
the adversary will obtain legitimate SSO tickets issued by the trusted IdP and
gain access to the victim’s accounts on related RPs. To make things worse, once
the trust between RPs and IdPs is established, the “local notion of identity is
not strongly tied to the IdP’s account access or control” [18]. This means even
an ephemeral SSO ticket issued for a previously compromised IdP account could
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be used to create a long-term token (e.g., a persistent cookie set by the RP) that
allows the adversary to access the victim’s account at the RP. Finally, many SSO
schemes lack the functionality for the IdPs to universally revoke access to RPs’
accounts created or accessed by a compromised IdP account in practice [18].

Therefore, it is critical to ensure accountability in SSO services that allows
any individual user to track the SSO tickets issued under her IdP account, even if
her IdP account was previously compromised or the IdP itself is not completely
trusted. Meanwhile, this additional security mechanism for accountability should
incur only a minimum modification to existing SSO service implementation and
a minimum (computation and communication) cost at the IdPs, which typi-
cally serve a large number of users. The underlying trust problem in such a
distributed service setting involving potentially unreliable third-party security
service providers is similar to the security problem introduced by malicious or
compromised CAs in the PKI ecosystem. Motivated by the popular certificate
transparency (CT) [32] scheme, which is widely adopted to enhance the security
of TLS certificates [1,24,45], we propose ticket transparency to address the prob-
lem caused by a raudulent SSO ticket, no matter it is issued by a compromised
IdP or by a benign IdP for a compromised user account. Such fraudulent tickets
are well-formatted and verifiable SSO tickets issued for an IdP account without
the consent from the actual account holder.

Similar to certificate transparency, ticket transparency introduces log servers
to monitor the ticket-signing operations of the IdPs. In particular, an IdP-signed
ticket needs to be signed by a log server again, before it is accepted by the tar-
get RP. This additional signature by the log server is also a promise to record
the SSO tickets in publicly-visible logs. Therefore, ticket transparency enables
any user, who suspects an attacker signing onto any RP on behalf of her with a
fraudulent ticket, to search for all tickets with his account in the public logs and
detect the fraudulent ones among them. However, the certificate transparency
framework cannot be directly adopted in SSO services due to the privacy con-
cerns. Different from certificates, SSO tickets contain privacy information about
the service requester (i.e., the user), the service provider (i.e., the RP), the oc-
currence time of sign-on activities, etc.

In order to protect user privacy while enable efficient ticket search in the
accountable SSO services, we integrate blind signatures [11], identity-based en-
cryption (IBE) [8], and Bloom filters [7] in the design of ticket transparency.
First, a ticket is blindly signed by the log server, so the content of the ticket
is protected against the log server. That is, the ticket is blinded before it is
recorded in the public logs. Secondly, the secret blinding factor is stored along
with the ticket in public logs, but encrypted using the user’s IBE public key by
the IdP. Therefore, only the user is able to un-blind his tickets. This encryption
is identity-based, which reduces the overhead of key management in IdPs. More
importantly, the inherent key escrow of IBE ensures the decryption of blinding
factors in necessary cases; for example, when a user wants to decrypt a sus-
pected ticket but fails. Such failures might be caused by malicious operations of
the compromised IdP. The IBE private keys are generated by a trusted coordi-
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nator, and the coordinator is also responsible for in the dispute resolution when
a user cannot decrypt suspected tickets. Finally, more efficient search of tickets
is designed with Bloom filters, at the expense of some user privacy; otherwise, a
user has to try each blindly-signed ticket in the logs one by one (i.e., attempts to
decrypt the blinding factor for each ticket entry), when searching for his tickets.
In particular, a pseudonym or index of the user, i.e., the result of his account
through a Bloom filter, is stored along with each of his tickets in the public logs,
while other messages of the ticket entry are still kept encrypted or blinded. Then,
he is able to quickly filter out most of other users’ tickets.

Contributions. We analyze the accountability of IdPs in the SSO services.
Then, ticket transparency is proposed to monitor the operations of the IdPs,
ensuring that a fraudulent ticket issued by IdPs will be finally detected by the
user or the trusted RP. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to solve the security problems caused by potentially intruded or compromised
IdPs in the SSO services.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: We present the threat
model, security building blocks, and the design of the proposed ticket trans-
parency scheme in Section 2, followed by a security analysis in Section 3 and
a performance evaluation in Section 4. Then, we discuss the related work in
Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Accountable Single Sign-On with Privacy-Preserving
Public Logs

In this section, we first present the threat model, security goals, and crypto-
graphic building blocks. Then, the designs of ticket transparency are proposed
by steps, following the requirements of transparency, privacy and efficiency. Fi-
nally, ticket transparency in full view is described.

2.1 Threat Model and Security Goals

Threat Model. A basic SSO scenario includes one IdP, multiple RPs, and
a number of users. We assume the RPs are trusted since they are the service
providers who are responsible to verify the validity of SSO tickets. Ticket trans-
parency aims to prevent unauthorized sign-on to RPs by fraudulent tickets, so
the RPs are assumed to be trusted; otherwise, an untrusted RP would allow an
attacker to sign on even without any valid tickets. On the contrary, the online
IdP is potentially malicious and it could be compromised by a number of at-
tacks. The malicious IdP might pretend to be benign and act as expected to
avoid being detected, but it could arbitrarily deviate from its specifications at
times. For example, the IdP signs fraudulent tickets and then tries its best to
conceal their existence by manipulating other messages.

Ticket transparency depends on an independent log server to publicly record
SSO tickets against the malicious IdP. As another online system, the log server
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is assumed to be potentially malicious. It is curious about the users’ privacy,
so it tries to infer sensitive or private information about the users from the
communications and the public logs. Meanwhile, the log server might arbitrarily
deviate from its specifications; e.g., not record a ticket in the public logs after
signing it. Moreover, the IdP and the log server might collude to sign onto a
target RP with fraudulent tickets as a user or leak some private information
of the user. They might also collude with some malicious users to take actions.
For example, the malicious IdP may register an account in the SSO service,
which is completely controlled by itself. Finally, an offline trusted coordinator
in introduced in ticket transparency. The coordinator acts as the PKG of IBE
to generate private keys for all users. It also coordinates the dispute resolution
process, when a user suspects there exist a fraudulent ticket labeled with his
account but he cannot decrypt this ticket in the public logs.

Security Goals. Ticket transparency cannot eliminate fraudulent tickets, but
it ensures that any fraudulent ticket will be detected by the victim user, the
RPs and/or the coordinator in the future. In particular, if the IdP issues a ticket
without the user’s authorization or participation, our scheme ensures: (a) the
fraudulent ticket without a valid signature by the log server will not be accepted
by the RPs; or (b) the fraudulent ticket with a valid signature by the log server,
accepted by the target RP, will be identified from the public logs by the victim
user, by comparing the ticket entries with his history of sign-on activities. Here,
we assume, when the victim user suspects that an attacker signs on using his
account, he remembers his sign-on operations especially in the period during
which the suspected sign-on action occurred.

The fraudulent-ticket detection as above requires the log server to record all
tickets in the public logs. So our scheme also needs to audit the operations of log
servers, to ensure that (a) the log server records all valid tickets in the public
logs, and (b) the public logs are append-only. Any log operation deviating from
these specifications, will be detected by the RPs. The second goal is to protect
users’ privacy, as much as possible. In the SSO scenario, a user’s privacy is
defined as the information about his sign-on activities, such as the account, the
requested RP, the occurrence time of sign-on requests, etc. All these privacy
data are included in the SSO tickets. To protect users’ privacy, we employ blind
signatures to hide the contents of SSO tickets in the public logs. However, to
check whether a suspected ticket is indeed fraudulent, the coordinator needs
to un-blind some relevant ticket entries in the dispute resolution. This process
may disclose private information of other users. Overall, ticket transparency
ensures the fraudulent-ticket detection at a cost of user privacy – compared to
the original SSO protocols [44,50], ticket transparency leaks limited user privacy
to the offline trusted coordinator.

2.2 Cryptographic Building Blocks

Ticket transparency is designed on top of three cryptographic building blocks:
blind signature, identity-based encryption, and Bloom filter. We define the nota-
tions used in this paper and explain each of these building blocks as follows.
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– I, L, C, and Ri, denote the IdP, the log server, the coordinator, and the i-th
RP, respectively.

– A is the authenticated user, i.e., the victim of the malicious operations by
the IdP and/or the log server.

Blind Signature. With a secret factor s, I blinds m into m′ = B(m, s), and
L blindly signs m′ into SL(m′). Then, I un-blinds the message signed by L to
obtain SL(m) = U(SL(m′), s).

Identity-based Encryption (IBE). The trusted coordinator holds the IBE
master key and generate the private keys for all users. The IBE public parameters
are publicly known, and everyone is able to derive A’s IBE public key and encrypt
m into EA(m), but only A itself and the coordinator can decrypt EA(m) into m.

Bloom Filter. We adopt a Bloom filter F(·) to generate the pseudonym (i.e.,
index) for A in the form of NA = F(A). The Bloom filter is deterministic, with a
false negative rate of zero and a false positive rate of α, where 0 < α < 1. That
is, the expectation of the probability P (U 6= A|NU = F(A)) is α.

2.3 The Ticket Transparency Framework by Steps

Next, we elaborate the design of ticket transparency step by step, following the
requirements of transparency, privacy and efficiency of the security-enhanced
SSO services.

1. Transparent Ticket. In the original SSO protocols, when attempting to
sign onto Ri, user A is redirected from Ri to the IdP, who authenticates A and
signs a ticket m = SI(A,Ri, o), where o denotes the other necessary information
in the ticket specified in the SSO protocols. Then, the IdP responds with the
ticket to complete the sign-on process.

Improved Design. Instead of sending m to A, I first sends it to L, which signs
the transparent ticket in the form of SL(m) = SL(SI(A,Ri, o)) and returns it to
I. L also records the transparent ticket in the public logs. On receiving SL(m),
I forwards the ticket to A, who therefore presents the ticket to Ri to complete
the sign-on process.

Ticket Verification. After Ri verifies the two signatures on the transparent ticket
(and also other verifications as specified in the SSO protocols, including the
validity period, the unique identifier against replay attacks, etc.), it accepts the
ticket and allows the ticket holder to sign on as A.

Transparency. The process is a straightforward extension of certificate trans-
parency to the SSO scenario. It creates a set of transparent tickets and records
them in the public logs. The IdP (or the signing system in an IdP) can no
longer issue a valid ticket only by itself, as the ticket has to be signed again
by the log server. The tickets in the public logs are always available to enable
the fraudulent-ticket detection at any time. Whenever any user suspects that
an attacker signing onto Ri on behalf of him using a fraudulent ticket, he will
retrieve all tickets under his account from the public logs and detect fraudulent
tickets.
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2. Blindly-Signed Transparent Ticket. While the basic transparency ticket
design defeats against compromised IdPs effectively, it leaks user privacy because
all sign-on activities are recorded in the public logs, which are accessible to all
users. Therefore, we revise the design to blindly-signed transparent tickets. In this
scheme, the second signatures are created blindly by the log server, to eliminate
the private information in the publicly-visible ticket entries.

Improved Design. After signing a ticket m = SI(A,Ri, o), I blinds it into m′ =
B(m, s) with a random blinding factor s. I sends m′, instead of m, to L along
with EA(s), which enables A to un-blind the ticket in a later time. Accord-
ingly, L blindly signs m′ into SL(m′) and returns it to I. I un-blinds SL(m′)
into SL(SI(m)) and sends it to A. In the meantime, L creates a ticket entry of
{SL(B(m, s)), EA(s)} and records it chronologically in the public logs.

Privacy and Transparency. First, there is no plaintext information stored in the
logs, which protects user privacy from irrelevant entities (i.e., the log server
and any other entities without the private key cannot decrypt s). When a user
suspects himself is the victim of fraudulent tickets, he can retrieve all ticket
entries within the suspected period and applies his private key to decrypt EA(s)
of every ticket entry. For the tickets issued under his account, he is enabled to
recover s correctly and then un-blind the tickets. Therefore, any user can only
un-blind his own transparent tickets, but not the ones under others’ accounts.

3. IBE-Encrypted Blinding Factor. The above scheme works well, if the
compromised IdP is not intelligent or collusive with malicious users. However,
the compromised IdP could destroy the fraudulent-ticket detection by issuing
fraudulent tickets under A’s account but blinding them with the secret blinding
factor escrowed to another user Z, who is either malicious or even does not
exist. More specifically, a malicious IdP signs a ticket as m′ = B(SI(A,Ri, o), s)
and sends it along with EZ(s) to the log server. This results in a ticket entry
{SL(B(m, s)), EZ(s)} in the public logs. However, when A retrieves this ticket,
he cannot decrypt the blinding factor to check whether it is a fraudulent ticket
under his account.

We adopt IBE in the framework, utilizing the inherent key escrow of IBE to
ensure that the blinding factor can always be decrypted when it is necessary.
In our design, the IBE master key is held by the trusted coordinator, and it is
always able to decrypt any blinding factor in the public logs. The adoption of
IBE also reduces the overhead of key management for the IdP.

Improved Design. When encrypting the blinding factor s into EA(s), I derives
A’s IBE public key and then uses it in the encryption. So A is able to decrypt s
by his own IBE private key.

Transparency against the Intelligent IdP. If a user suspects there exist fraudulent
tickets labeled with his account, he follows the process described above to detect
fraudulent tickets. Then, after trying to decrypt the secret blinding factors of
all suspected ticket entries with his IBE private key, if the user still has doubts,
he initiates a dispute resolution process to the coordinator. Note that to initiate
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the process, the user needs to show some reasonable evidences to support his
doubt, e.g., an abnormal log in the RP system.

The coordinator C examines the evidences to decide whether the dispute
resolution process shall continue and coordinates the process if the evidences are
reasonable. In particular, for each suspected ticket entry {SL(B(m, s)), EA(s)}
within the period of dispute, C recovers s with the IBE master key, and then
uses s to un-blind the ticket. If and only if s is the correct blinding factor that
was used to blind the ticket, C obtains a valid transparent ticket [11]. Then, if
this ticket is labeled with the disputer A’s account, C sends it to A to allow him
to continue the detection as described above; otherwise, if all inquired tickets are
associated with other users but not A, C will send nothing to A and the dispute
resolution terminates. On the other hand, if it cannot recover a valid transparent
ticket using the blinding factor from the IdP, the IdP becomes suspicious – there
must be some accidental error or intentional manipulation in the ticket creation.

4. Ticket Entry with Pseudonyms. The ticket entries in the pubic log con-
tain blindly-signed tickets, which provide no explicit information about the user
for whom the ticket is issued. Therefore, a user who suspects fraudulent tickets
are issued under his account has to try all tickets that are created in the sus-
pected period, which is very inefficient. We adopt a Bloom filter F(·) to generate
pseudonyms for users and store the pseudonyms along with tickets issued under
the enclosed accounts in the public logs. As a result, a user and the coordinator
only need to un-blind the entries with his pseudonym, in the fraudulent-ticket
detection and the dispute resolution.

Improved Design. For each user A, I generates his pseudonym NA = F(A), and
sends it along with the blinded ticket B(SI(A,Ri, o), s) and the encrypted blind-
ing factor EA(s) to L. Accordingly, the ticket entry in the public logs consists of
{F(A),SL(B(SI(A,Ri, o), s)),EA(s)}.
Efficiency and Privacy. The pseudonym works as an index to facilitate the ticket
search. In particular, in the cases without dispute, a user only needs to check
the ticket entries with his pseudonym, instead of all the tickets in the suspicious
period. In the cases with dispute, they still need to check all tickets in the
suspected period; otherwise, the malicious IdP could send a fake pseudonym to
the log server to conceal the existence of fraudulent tickets.

The pseudonyms in ticket entries may leak user privacy, since it provides a
way to associate the sign-on activities of a certain user. If an attacker knows
the user’s account, he can derive the user’s sign-on pattern to some extend –
the pseudonyms are generated by the Bloom filter, so that a user is identified
but with the false positive rate of the adopted Bloom filter. Besides, this privacy
leakage is limited to the approximate occurrence time of sign-on activities, but
without the RP that the user signs onto.

5. Ticket Entry verified by RPs. Two forms of each ticket are processed
in the design: (a) transparent tickets presented to the RP, i.e., SL(SI(A,Ri, o));
and (b) blindly-signed transparent tickets recorded in the logs along with the
user pseudonyms, i.e., SL(B(SI(A,Ri, o), s)). As mentioned above, the log server
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might not record some tickets in the logs. In this scheme, we require the RP
to act as an auditor [32] to audit the operations of the log server. Two forms
of each ticket are sent together to the RP, and the blindly-signed transparent
tickets enable the audit by RPs against the potentially compromised log server.

Improved Design. The blindly-signed transparent ticket SL(B(SI(A,Ri, o), s))
and the plaintext blinding factor s are sent together by I to A, who forwards them
to Ri. Then, Ri un-blinds SL(SI(A,Ri, o)) by itself. Note that these messages are
transmitted over secure channels (e.g., HTTPS) as in the original SSO protocols,
and s is disclosed to trusted Ri and A only.

Ticket Verification. The RP un-blinds the transparent ticket by itself, and verifies
the ticket as the basic transparent ticket design to allow the ticket holder to sign
on. Here, it does not verify the relationship between the transparent tickets and
the blindly-signed transparent tickets, but un-blinds the blindly-signed ticket by
itself to obtain the transparent one instead.

Audit against the Compromised Log Server. With the blindly-signed transparent
ticket, the RP further checks whether every valid ticket is recorded in the public
logs or not. Similar as certificate transparency [32], the log server builds a Merkle
hash tree over all ticket entries. By comparing the root node of the Merkle
hash tree and requesting the Merkle audit path for each received valid ticket,
the trusted RP checks whether the logs are append-only and the corresponding
ticket entry is in the logs or not. The Merkle audit path of an ticket entry, is the
shortest list of additional nodes in the Merkle tree to compute the root node [32].

The trusted RP also verifies if the pseudonym stored along with the blindly-
signed transparent ticket is consistent with the account enclosed in the trans-
parent ticket. If not, the RP warns the log server about this potential fraudulent
ticket and the involved IdP. Therefore, there is no fake pseudonym included in
ticket entries.

Privacy in the Dispute Resolution. As mentioned above, due to the detection
by the RPs, there is no fake pseudonym in ticket entries. Thus, in the dispute
resolution, only the ticket entries including the same pseudonyms as the disputer,
instead of all tickets in the suspected period, will be un-blinded by the trusted
coordinator.

2.4 Ticket Transparency in Full View

After the above step-by-step analysis, we present ticket transparency in full view.

Initialization Before the SSO service is provided, the IdP generates its key
pair to sign tickets, and the log server generates its key pair to blindly sign
transparent tickets. Their public keys are publicly known, especially to the RPs.
The coordinator initializes the IBE parameters: the IBE public parameters are
publicly known, and the IBE master key is held by the coordinator. The Bloom
filter is also decided by the SSO service provider. The initial Merkle hash tree
of logs is empty, and the root node stored on every RP is initialized as null.

When a user joins, he registers his account in the IdP and applies for his
IBE private key from the coordinator. Or, a user may apply for the IBE private
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key from the coordinator, only when he suspects any fraudulent tickets labelled
with his account and wants to un-blind the suspected tickets.

Sign-On When A attempts to sign onto Ri, he is redirected to I. After authen-
ticating A, I signs a ticket m = SI(A,Ri, o), blinds it into m′ = B(m, s) by a
random blinding factor s, and computes NA = F(A) and EA(s). Then, I sends
{NA, m′, EA(s)} to L.

L blindly signs m′ into SL(m′), and sends it to I. An entry of {NA, SL(m′),
EA(s)} is recorded chronologically in the public logs. Then, I sends {SL(m′), s}
toA, and the message is forwarded toRi.Ri un-blinds SL(m′) into SL(SI(A,Ri, o)),
and verifies the validity of this transparent ticket (including the two signatures
on the ticket and other fields). Then, it allows A to sign on if the ticket is valid.
It is worthy noting that the communications among I, A and Ri are over secure
channels such as HTTPS, as in the original SSO protocol.

Audit Ri regularly requests the root node of the Merkle hash tree from L. It
checks whether the logs are append-only; i.e., the root node it stored is a leaf of
the current Merkle hash tree. Then, the root node is updated on Ri.

For each received valid ticket {SL(m′), s}, Ri requests the Merkle audit path
for SL(m′), and L responds with the entry of {NA, SL(m′), EA(s)} and its Merkle
audit path to the current root node. Ri checks that it is a valid Merkle audit
path for the ticket entry; L is faulty. Next, it checks that NA = F(A); otherwise,
I is malicious. This audit by Ri may be performed for a batch of tickets. Besides,
the messages between I and L are also protected over secure channels, especially
with data integrity. If any audit fails, the log server is detected as compromised.

Ticket Search and Dispute Resolution A retrieves all ticket entries where
NU = F(A), during the interested period. Then, A tries each entry one by one,
i.e., attempts to decrypt s to un-blind the transparent ticket. If there is a valid
ticket enclosing his account but without his participation, it is detected as a
fraudulent ticket.

IfA still suspects fraudulent tickets after trying all entries with F(A) as above,
he proposes a dispute with some reasonable evidences supporting this suspect.
After C examines this dispute and the evidences, for each suspected ticket entry
where NU = F(A) but A cannot un-blind the ticket, C decrypts s by the IBE
master key and uses it to un-blind the blindly-signed ticket: if the un-blinded
result is not a valid transparent ticket, it is asserted that I performed something
malicious; otherwise, if A is labelled in this ticket, C sends the transparent ticket
to A, which indicates fake EA(s) or something abnormal with A’s IBE private
key; for example, it may result from A’s corrupted IBE private key. If it is a
valid transparent ticket for another user, nothing is disclosed to A.

3 Security Analysis and Discussion

In this section, we analyze ticket transparency in terms of correctness and pri-
vacy. Some extended discussions are presented.
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3.1 Correctness

The correctness is proved with the following sketch: (a) An SSO ticket is accepted
by RPs, only if both the IdP and the log server have signed it; (b) Every SSO
ticket accepted by RPs is recorded in the logs; and (c) All elements of each
ticket entry are verified by non-malicious entities (the user, the RPs, or the
coordinator), in the ticket creation and logging, or in the dispute resolution.
Thus, the IdP and the log server have to follow their specifications; otherwise,
any operation deviating from the specifications in the ticket creation or logging,
will result in some verification failures. So a user is able to detect fraudulent
tickets by comparing the ticket entries with his history of sign-on activities, in
the ticket search or in the dispute resolution.

First of all, it is easy to verify that, with our scheme, an SSO ticket is ac-
cepted by RPs only if both the IdP and the log server have signed it, because
the trusted RPs verify the two signatures on each ticket. Next, every ticket ac-
cepted by RPs is recorded in the logs as a blinded message; otherwise, if such
a ticket is not recorded in the logs, the log server is detected as compromised
by RPs. As described in Section 2.4, the audits by RPs also ensure that, every
valid transparent ticket corresponds to a blinded message where NA = F(A).
Therefore, user A is able to retrieve all his valid tickets in the ticket entries
where NU = F(A), by his own IBE private key or in the dispute resolution.

If the IdP attempts to prevent the user from identifying such a transparent
ticket, it will be detected as malicious in some step. First, the audits by RPs
ensure all valid tickets are recorded in the logs. For each valid transparent ticket
SL(SI(A,Ri, o)), three elements {NA, SL(m′), EA(s)} of the corresponding ticket
entry are verified by non-malicious entities as follows: (a) the relationship of NU ,
SL(m), SL(B(m, s)) and A is verified by the trusted RP that receives s, when
A is signing on; and (b) the relationship of NU , SL(B(m, s)) and EA(s) where
NU = F(A), is verified by A in the ticket search or by the coordinator in the
dispute resolution. Specially, a mis-matching blinding factor will not result in
the log server’s valid signature of SI(A,Ri, o) [11]. So the IdP has to encrypt
the correct blinding factor in ticket entry, and nobody can tamper with a ticket
entry without being detected.

In summary, the IdP cannot conceal the existence of a transparent ticket
if it is accepted by RPs. So a ticket issued without the user’s participation or
authorization, will be detected by the user finally in the ticket search or in the
dispute resolution.

3.2 Privacy

First of all, no extra user privacy is leaked to the IdP, compared with the original
SSO protocols [44,50]. The IdP is always aware of the users’ all sign-on activities,
either in the original SSO protocols or with ticket transparency.

With ticket transparency, the privacy on a user’s sign-on activities is leaked
publicly to some extent, compared the original SSO protocols. This privacy leak-
age is adjustable. Next, we compare different scenarios when the Bloom filter is
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adopted or not. In the case of no dispute, if ticket transparency works without
the Bloom-filtered pseudonyms, there is not any extra privacy leaked, compared
with the original SSO protocols. Only blinded or encrypted data are stored in
the public logs. However, in the dispute resolution for A, the detailed sign-on
activities of all users other than A during the interested period, are disclosed to
the trusted coordinator.

On the contrary, after the Bloom filter is adopted to the pseudonyms, some
privacy is leaked publicly in the case of no dispute, while the privacy disclosed
to the coordinator is relieved. A curious user can learn another user’s history
of sign-on activities but with a false positive rate (i.e., the false positive rate
of F(·)), provided that the attacker knows the victim user’s account. Moreover,
this privacy leakage is limited to the occurrence of sign-on activities but no
information about the RP that is signed onto, because the ticket is blinded. On
the other hand, in the dispute resolution, only the sign-on activities of other users
who have the same pseudonyms as the disputer, are disclosed to the coordinator.

In summary, the quantity of the user privacy leaked in ticket transparency
depends on the adopted Bloom filter. In general, a Bloom filter with a higher
false positive rate, protects more user privacy in the case of no dispute but leaks
more to the coordinator in the dispute resolution. In the extreme scenario, we
may choose the Bloom filter with the maximum false positive rate (i.e., α = 1
and it is a constant function), and actually no pseudonym is stored along with the
ticket entries. Therefore, user privacy is leaked to nobody except the coordinator
in the dispute resolution. So the Bloom filter shall be chosen carefully, because
its false positive rate is a trade-off of efficiency and privacy in different cases.

3.3 Discussion

When encrypting the blinding factors, the IdP shall derive a user’s IBE public
key based on his account and also a period of validity (e.g., the year) [8]. So
the user updates his IBE private key periodically. Accordingly, the public logs of
ticket entries are organized as multiple Merkle hash trees according to the occur-
rence time. Then, some trees of logs may be destroyed after a certain number of
years, to mitigate the risk due to the unexpected exposure of IBE private keys.
Similarly, the logs of certificate transparency are usually organized as multiple
logs of SCTs, according to the expiration year of certificates [20].

When implementing the coordinator which is trusted in ticket transparency,
distributed PKGs [8,29] and accountable IBE [21,22] can be adopted to generate
the IBE private keys for users, to improve the trustworthy of the coordinator.

Customized Bloom filters may be adopted. A user specifies the Bloom filter
to generate his pseudonym, so that he is able to decide the false positive rate
by himself based on his privacy policy. Such customized design requires the
cooperation of the IdP and RPs, when a ticket entry is created and verified. The
coordinator also needs to know the customized Bloom filter of each user, in the
dispute resolution.
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4 Performance Evaluation

We experimentally measured the performance of computationally expensive cryp-
tographic building blocks and present the results as follows. The experiments
were conducted with Ubuntu 16.04 on Intel Core i3-6100U CPU (2.30GHz) and
8GB RAM. We estimated the overhead of the proposed scheme at two differ-
ent levels of security strength [4]. In particular, to achieve 112-bit security, we
adopted RSA-2048, Chaum’s scheme based on RSA-2048 and Boneh-Franklin
scheme based on Elliptic-Curve-224; and for 128-bit security, RSA-3072 and
Elliptic-Curve-256 were used. We measured RSA and Chaum’s scheme based
on crypto++ [60], and Boneh-Franklin scheme based on the Stanford IBE li-
brary [36], which were implemented in C++ and C, respectively.

Table 1. The time cost (in ms) of cryptographic operation.

Security Strength
Cryptographic Operation 112-bit 118-bit

Traditional Signature Sign 2.0217 10.4863
RSA with PKCS1 [48] Verify 0.0432 0.1099

Blind 0.8899 1.5535
Blind Signature Sign 2.0456 10.4743

Chaum’s scheme [6, 11] Un-blind 0.3350 0.8096
Verify 0.0322 0.0932

IBE Encrypt 11.6635 29.3586
BF scheme [8] Decrypt 7.4750 16.1926

For each successful instance of the original SSO protocol, there are only one
signing operation by the IdP and one verification of traditional signature by the
RP. On the other hand, ticket transparency additionally requires one blinding
and one IBE encryption by the IdP, one blind signing by the log server, one
un-blinding and one verification of blind signature by the RP. So the public-key
cryptographic operations introduced by ticket transparency increase the com-
putation time by about 14.9662 ms with 112-bit security or 42.2892 ms with
128-bit security, according to the experimental results shown in Table 1.

In the original SSO protocol, there are at least three rounds of communica-
tions among the IdP, the user and the RP, excluding the authentication of users:
(a) the sign-on attempt to the RP, (b) the redirection to the IdP to return the
ticket, and (c) the final successful sign-on. Compared with the original protocol,
ticket transparency requires only one more round of communications between
the IdP and the log server, to blindly sign the ticket and record it in the logs.

We measured the network delay of the Google SSO service, https://accounts.
google.com, after a user has been authenticated. Note that, in the real-world
deployment, more rounds of communications are possible for one instance of
the SSO protocol. In particular, the Google SSO service takes four rounds of
communications between the browser and the Google SSO server, after a user
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has been authenticated: three to verify and update the cookie in the browser,
and the last one to return the ticket (i.e., id token of OpenID Connect). With
the browser running in our laboratory at the University of Kansas, the average
delay is 873.49ms, excluding the communications between the browser and RPs.
Note that, this delay includes data verifications by the browser and the the
Google SSO service. Therefore, we estimate that about 873.49/4 = 218.37ms
will be introduced by one round of communications between the IdP and the
log server in ticket transparency. Therefore, the total overhead introduced by
ticket transparency, in terms of end-to-end processing time, is about 233.34ms
with 112-bit security or 260.66ms with 128-bit security, about 25% - 30% of the
original SSO protocol.

5 Background and Related Work

5.1 Security of SSO Services

The security of SSO services has been investigated for several years. Imple-
mentation vulnerabilities have been discovered in various SSO systems, includ-
ing OpenID and customized SSO protocols [66], SAML with WS-Security [54],
OAuth [57, 63, 64], etc., which allow an attacker to sign onto RPs on behalf of
other users or disclose private information of others. Such vulnerabilities are
found in widely-used SSO services such as Facebook OAuth [66, 69], Windows
LiveID [67] and Google OpenID [34,66]. These works focused on the secure imple-
mentation of SSO services, and they cannot address the security problem caused
by fraudulent tickets that are issued by compromised IdPs. On the contrary, our
work proposes a solution extending the certificate transparency framework, to
enhance the accountability of SSO services against the compromised IdPs.

Different anonymous SSO schemes have been proposed to allow users to
access RPs without revealing their identities to the RPs, for the global system for
mobile communication (GSM) [16], based on broadcast encryption [26], group
signatures [65] or extended Chebyshev Chaotic Maps [33]. [25] improves the
anonymous SSO schemes, where only the designated RP service is able to verify
the tickets, and no identity information is released to the IdP. These approaches
also assume trustworthy IdPs, and then cannot handle the problem of fraudulent
tickets. The public accountability of the IdPs in anonymous SSO services will
be included in our future work.

5.2 CA Security Incidents and Certificate Transparency

Well-known accredited CAs are recently reported to sign fraudulent certificates
due to network intrusions [12, 19, 42, 59], reckless identity validations [40, 55,
56, 68], mis-operations [30, 41, 70], or government compulsions [15, 53]. Lessons
are learned from these security incidents in an unexpected way that a signing
system which is usually built on HSMs in well-protected organizations, could
still be compromised to sign fraudulent messages, which contain well-formatted
and verifiable but incorrect or misleading data [12,38,59].
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Certificate transparency has been widely adopted in the Internet. [1,17,24,45]
investigated the deployment of certificate transparency from different aspects.
CASTLE [38] attempts to eliminate fraudulent certificates, by designing an air-
gapped and completely-touchless signing system for CAs. However, it is designed
only for low-volume certificate workloads and then does not work for online
services such as SSO. Threshold signature schemes [13, 51] are also applied in
CAs to protect the private key to sign certificates. Distributing the private key
magnifies the difficulty to compromise the confidentiality of the key [28,46], but
multiple administrators are required to check whether the well-formatted to-be-
signed request includes correct information or not [38], which is impractical in
online services.

The principles of certificate transparency have been extended in different
ways. Revocation transparency [31] extended the approach to provide publicly-
accountable certificate revocation in PKIs. CIRT [49] achieved both certificate
transparency and revocation transparency by recording certificates in two Merkle
hash trees – one of which is in chronological order with all certificates and the
other is lexicographical with only the recent ones for each certificate subject.
Then, Singh et al. [52] improved CIRT by bilinear-map accumulators and binary
trees, to achieve the transparencies with shorter proofs. CONIKS [39] presented
transparent key directories based on Merkle prefix trees, allowing its users to
audit their public keys while preserving the user privacy. Insynd [47] proposed
privacy-preserving transparent logging by authenticated data structures, so its
users are enabled to take actions without disclosing everything in the log server.

On top of certificate transparency, binary transparency [43] ensures that all
versions of Firefox binaries are publicly logged. When a version is released, a
Merkle hash tree is computed over all binaries, and the root node of the hash
tree is bound in a certificate that is transparent in public logs. Attestation trans-
parency [5] integrates certificate transparency with Intel Software Guard eXten-
sion (SGX) so that a legacy client can verify the service by establishing a TLS
channel with the service’s private key that is protected in SGX enclaves, while
the corresponding certificate is transparently logged. Inspired by the design of
CT, the general transparency overlay [10] is proposed, which can be instantiated
to implement transparency for other services.

The certificate transparency framework and its variations provide good ref-
erences to solve the problem of fraudulent SSO tickets. However, these solutions
cannot be directly adopted due to the privacy concerns that are inherent in SSO
tickets. Therefore, customized privacy-preserving techniques are necessary to be
integrated into the design of ticket transparency.

5.3 Accountability of Third-Party Services

The public accountability of cloud services is one of the important topics of
cloud security. Third-party auditors are introduced to check the integrity of
outsourced data in untrusted cloud systems, while the data contents are not
leaked to the auditors [61, 62, 62]. Liu et al. present consistency as a service
[35]: a data cloud is maintained by the cloud service provider, and a group of
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users that constitute an audit cloud verify whether the data cloud provides the
promised level of consistency. PDP [2] and POR [9] enable the remote tenants
to verify whether the data are intact in the untrusted clouds, with lightweight
complexity of communications and computations. [27] detects CPU cheating
on virtual machines maintained by semi-trusted cloud providers, using CPU-
intensive calculations. The SSO services can be viewed as another kind of cloud
services – ID as a service, but the accountability of untrusted IdPs have not been
well investigated in the literature.

The private key generator (PKG) of IBE is responsible for generating the
private keys for all users, so that the PKG has to be fully trusted by all users. This
problem of inherent key escrow is mitigated by different ways: (a) distributed
PKGs [8,29], where the IBE master key is distributed among several independent
components, or (b) accountable IBE [21,22] – if the PKG regenerates the private
key for any user, a proof will be produced automatically.

We share the same spirit with these solutions that the trust of a third-party
service need to be reduced. Meanwhile, distributed PKGs and accountable IBE
can be adopted in our scheme to generate the IBE private keys for users, to
improve the trustworthy of the coordinator; see Section 3.2 for details.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The SSO services have become more and more popular in the Internet. An SSO
ticket issued by an IdP allows a user to sign onto numerous RPs on behalf of the
account labeled in the ticket. However, recent security incidents of accredited
commercial CAs indicate that a well-protected and fully-trusted signing system
might be compromised to sign fraudulent messages. Therefore, we argue that
the online signing system of SSO services will become an attractive target of
interests to adversaries so that they should not be fully trusted. So we need a
new security mechanism to detect and/or prevent fraudulent SSO tickets signed
by potentially compromised IdPs.

This paper proposes ticket transparency, the first open framework in the lit-
erature to provide the public accountability of IdPs. With ticket transparency,
each IdP-signed ticket is recorded in the public logs, so that any user who sus-
pects there are fraudulent tickets issued under his account is enabled to detect
fraudulent tickets in the logs. To achieve ticket transparency while mitigate the
privacy leakage by the utilization of public log, we integrate blind signatures,
IBE, and Bloom filters in the design to balance transparency, privacy and effi-
ciency in different scenarios. The preliminary performance analysis shows that
ticket transparency introduces a reasonably small overhead in the SSO services.

In the future, we plan to prove the security of ticket transparency in a more
formal way as [14]. We will also build the prototype on top of open-source SSO
systems, to finish more experiments.
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